
Barking Mad 
With DalmatinerDB 

https://dalmatiner.io 





Once upon a time... 
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But did you try.. 

https://blog.dataloop.io/time-series-database-benchmarks 



2016 



PS. Dataloop is hiring Erlang developers! 



More about DalmatinerDB 





Story time 
The language that isn’t performant 



A long long time ago (6.31152E+07 seconds) 

Monitoring a cloud 

Finding a solution blew up 

That (other) crazy person at EUC who doesn’t know it’s his fault 

Algorithm beats bare speed 



Reinventing the wheel 
Without reinventing the wheel 



ZFS 

●  Compression 

●  Checksumming 

●  Snapshots 



riak_core 

●  Distribution 

●  Cluster management 

●  Scaling 



Postgres 

●  Dimensions 

●  Relational data 

●  Fast lookups 

●  Complex queries 



Data layout (shiny new feature) 

●  Fully positionally indexed 

●  Very compressible - yay zfs! 

●  64 bit per data point stored at ~1 byte on disk after compression 

●  As simple as it gets 



Query Engine (shiny new feature) 

●  Streaming query engine 

●  Typed SQL like function based language 

●  Data crunching done in C - oh my! 



Serverless infrastructure my ass 



Serverless infrastructure, my assumption 
is we are talking about informed decisions 

regarding state and its location 



Stateless Components 

●  Frontend / Query Engine 

●  Proxy 



Stateful Components 

●  Postgres - Metric Metadata 

●  DalmatinerDB - Metric Data 



Combining Stateful and Stateless 

●  Minimal highly stable API between them 

●  Very modular 

●  Important: difference between internal and external API 

●  Features can be implemented in the parts when they matter 

●  Reduces downtime and maintenance requirements 

●  Fast iterations w/o compromising data 

●  One change that required updating two components at the same time in the 
past two years 



Showing off 



Write Performance 

●  16 core vCPU 

●  110GB RAM 

●  10.000G Disk 



Write Performance 

●  2.5-3.5 Million metrics ingested per second 

●  Thanks to riak_core architecture scales near linear 

●  Most other systems achieve <100k metrics ingested per second 



Query Performance 



Query Performance 



Query Performance 



Query Performance 



The End! 
(please try DalmatinerDB) 

..and Project Fifo 
and Dataloop.IO 



Q&A 


